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Dave Flowers

Greetings sisters and brothers and welcome to
the much anticipated beginning of spring!
This spring however, will be very different then a
normal spring in the Air Canada Station Attendant
world. It marks year three of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA) between Air Canada and the IAM,
which also means this year marks the third and final
lump sum payment to be issued to the Airports’ group
within that bargaining agreement.
This payment is very symbolic as it represents
what will be the last year of the best 36 months’ period
for most employees for the foreseeable future. You see,
the three payments added together over this 36-month
period total $13,500 for full-time staff. Divide that
number by three and you get an average of $4,500 per
year. Base salary for a top rate Station Attendant is
$53,442.12. This calculates to an average of 8.4% per
year over this three-year period. Now this number is
not compounded, so it doesn’t hold the same value a
raise would for long-term employees. However, for
Members who are contemplating retirement, this value
will not be beat any time soon. So unlike any other year
in recent history, Members who have their numbers in,
are getting ready to pack up and hit the “long
retirement” road!
This is why, to mark this special time in our
history, I will write a few simple tips to help get the
process started.
Once you have selected your special departure
date, you will need to contact the Pension Department
by calling 1-855-855-0785. You may only call 3-months
or less to the date you have selected. I would
recommend calling as close to the 3-month mark as
possible, so that there are very little interruptions in pay
from your last paycheque to the receipt of you first
pension cheque. Select option #2 from the list of
options when you call. This will direct you to the
Pension Department directly. At that point, you will tell
them of your intention to retire and the date selected.
You may select any date of your choice, however all
pension payments will reflect the first day of the
following month.
This action will trigger them to send a pension
package to your mailing address on file (before you
hang up, ensure they have your correct address). Once
you have received the package (usually 3-5 business
days), you will need fill out the documents enclosed
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and return to the addresses listed at the footer of the
page. The paperwork will contain a benefit package
and a package pertaining to pension options. Though
they both should arrive at the same time, they are not
to be sent back to the same return addresses. The
Pension Department does not speak with the Benefit
Department and vice versa. If you send them back
together, you will wind up with either money and no
benefits or benefits and no money!
It is also a strong recommendation that you
send this paperwork back registered mail and require a
signature upon arrival. This way, you can track its
progress and also be sure it has arrived. The pension
package will have options that will need to be selected
before sending it back. There is no right or wrong
answer when deciding which option is best for you and
your family. Each option should be tailored to fit the
personal life style and health of each individual.
The Benefit package will have different post
retirement insurance options for you to decide if you
would like to enroll in. It will also have paperwork for
post retirement benefits. This will ask for the decision
to stick with the basic plan already offered at no cost
or an option to enroll in the voluntary supplementary
Health Plan (VSHP). The latter of course, is at a cost of
$72.30/single or $144.88/Member and spouse per
month. The main difference between the 2 plans is in
the life-time limits. The basic plan covers Members up
to $7,500 lifetime with a yearly top up of $750. The
VSHP has a lifetime limit of $75,000 with a yearly top
up of $2,000. This decision has to be made prior to
your departure. If you leave without a selection, you will
automatically be enrolled in the basic plan. This is
irreversible. If you enroll in the VSHP, it is a minimum 5year plan.
Should you require assistance with these
options, our staff would be happy to assist in helping
understand which option might be best suited for you.
If this is something that interests you, please call and
arrange an appointment first, as walk in appointments
will be difficult to cater to. These meetings typically
take between 45 minutes and an hour to complete.
Contact (905)-678-0010 or email:
president@iamaw2323.ca for appointments.
continues on page 10 ➔
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Health & Safety
Rob Penyk - co-chair H&S Committee

Phone: 905-676-4295

Hopefully we are through winter, it was an gridlock. We have internal AC issues that must be dealt
intense one for everyone...
with too - the report recommends vehicle emissions
Here are some of the issues we are working on:
testing that AC does not want to do apparently. This is
crucial so that badly polluting vehicles are repaired so
Dolly and Pallet Locks - there have been several they don't spew. We have a lot of work to do, but we
instances where containers have come off dollies, one will keep working away at it.
where a person has been struck, and many close calls.
Make sure you double check any locks on equipment. B737 - We will certainly see injuries rise as we get rid of
If it doesn't work, or you are not sure, do not use it, containerized aircraft and utilize bulk loaded ones.
and make sure it gets taken out of service. We don't Compartment 3 in the back is a bowling alley and we
need another tragedy. Also, whenever you are towing have had complaints of massive workload and not
anything - take the time to double check all locks and enough people. Two people in the hold is not enough,
hitches as well.
and makes it impossible to follow their 'Pristine
Training' guidelines. As well, throwing bags along the
Driving - We are seeing a lot more instances where hold damages them. The new 'Powerstow' belt is a big
help and we hope that they purchase more. The
people are driving through live gates, this is incredibly
company is making a lot of money and needs to
hazardous. As well as many of you know, GTAA is
invest it in their operation. Additionally, we have
conducting a safety blitz out there, so follow the
had issues with management over the use of
rules and protect your RAIC. If you are cutting
people who are un-trained on the B737 to
corners to help the operation and get
work the bottom of the belt unloading
caught, the company will not protect you
baggage. If you are assigned to this
at all.
flight and someone is there to only
unload bags, please do not let them
Stroller and Bridge Items - The
do anything else, no matter how
amount of articles to be carried up
short your crew is or whatever the
and down is getting ridiculous lately.
situation is. Someone's life may depend
To be clear, ESDC (Federal Government)
on it.
in the past made a ruling that any time you
go up and down stair carrying anything, that 3Injuries and Accidents - If you have an
point contact MUST be maintained; that is, two
accident, make sure you leave everything the way
feet and one hand on the railing. We are seeing
it is and contact your manager immediately. Also,
huge articles being carried up and down putting our
make sure you have Union representation! That is
people at risk. We have elevators to use - if you have
crucial as well and is your right. If you are injured,
a bunch of items like that, contact your manager first
make sure an injury report is filled out and get a
to tell them what is going on, and then find an
copy of it for your own reference.
elevator. Management has stated they will take a
delay for safety. If you have any issues, contact a
H&S rep on radio Ramp Transborder.
Facilities - We are going over our facilities again to
see what needs to be completed and repaired. We
finally have our kitchens in, there is more work to be
Roadway Update - We had a meeting with GTAA
regarding the Air Quality testing that we had earlier this completed. Stay tuned.
year. They are increasing the cleaning schedule for the
If you have an health and safety issue, it is your
roadway and are ensuring that air flow is maintained for
the area. As well, they are looking at cleaning the walls right to talk to a H&S rep. The Labour Code states that
and painting sections, also cleaning under and around you must bring an issue to a manager's attention for
the belts to take up the sooty particulate. We welcome them to rectify it. If you would like one of us to
the use of electric vehicles and GTAA will put chargers accompany you to do so, please let us know and we
in to accommodate them as we get more. We are will do so.
anticipating more traffic in there and that must be dealt
with, congestion is a huge issue. We want a means In solidarity,
with which a baggage runner can anticipate what belt
they are going to in order to reduce U-turns and Rob Penyk
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General Chairperson’s Report
-Paul Lefebvre, District 140

Vacation Pay and Overpayment Refunds
As your General Chairperson assigned to
oversee grievance and Collective Agreement matters
for members working at Air Canada Toronto in Airports,
Cargo, CEQ, Clerical and Ops Centre, I naturally
receive many inquiries from members regarding their
employment issues. Many of you have asked why you
no longer receive a Vacation Reconciliation Payment
(refund) from the company each year as you have in
the past.
I made inquiries about this matter, as I too had
received these yearly refunds and for my last years on
the floor, the payments ceased. Members, especially
those who had worked extra hours, suspected
something was amiss. They asked the Union to look
into the matter.
Let me first explain how vacation pay is
calculated. I’ll begin with workers who are fairly new
and have 2-weeks entitlement. These workers have 4%
of their pay deducted to fund their 2-weeks off work. If
the monies set aside are less than the sum of their 2
weeks of vacation pay, the company is obligated to
pay the difference. No excess funds for a refund are
generated.

Phone: 905-671-3192

vacation pay required to fund my vacation. 6% of $60K
would see me have $3600.00 set aside, for an overage
of $100.00 to be refunded to me the following year.
Let’s say, I work many OT hours and bring my
yearly gross income up to $80K. I’ve now set aside
$4800.00, of which only $3,500.00 is required. That
means I am owed the difference, or about $1,300.00
for a refund.
My seniority progressed to being entitled to 4
weeks of vacation after 10 years of service. I also enjoy
an additional week of GHO vacation, at that milestone,
for a total of 5-weeks vacation with pay. This requires
that about $5,800.00 be set aside to satisfy the need,
when only $3,600.00 (basic gross, no OT) actually is.
Therefore, my deductions at 6% of gross sees an
amount some $2,200.00 less than paid out. The
company must fund this amount and therefore there is
no overage generated.
Now let’s use the example of me working OT
and seeing my gross bumped up to $80K. The
$4800.00 generated from a 6% deduction is still about
$1K less than required. I see no refund. In fact I would
have to earn close to $100K to see $6,000.00
deducted, generating a refund of $200.00 only.

As we move into 3-weeks (5 complete years of
service in TMOS unit) or more of annual vacation, the
percentage of our gross pay for our vacation leave is
calculated at 6%. Again if your 3-weeks paid vacation
amount exceeds 6% of your pay, no overage or refund
is entitled.

By the time we see 5-weeks of vacation (25
complete years), plus a week of GHO, it is virtually
impossible to generate a surplus while needing over
$7,000.00 to cover my 6-weeks of vacation pay. In fact,
I’d have to earn somewhere in the vicinity of $117K to
see any overage generated.

This is however, usually where we see an
overage occur. If for example, I am Above Basic (top
rate) in Airports/Cargo. My normal gross pay is about
$1170.00 a week or just over $60 K a year. Therefore,
3-weeks at $1170.00, works out to about $3500.00 of

This formula is simple math conversant to your
weeks of entitlement and gross pay. So I hope these
examples will suffice to answer the question as to what
happened to those refunds we once received.

Local 2323
——— F i f t y Y e a r s ———
1968 - 2018
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Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
Phone: 905-676-2484

Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad, Paul Kisby

Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
This month we will be discussing topics that all
relate to a unified community.
Firstly, a Union is its members on a whole, not
only those who participate in monthly meetings but all
who pay dues. The Union is you, and you are the
Union. There is no divide between employees and
members, as it has been mentioned time and time
again that “the Union” is the reason of success or
failure. Our Union is a collective group that affects us
all, and is not only represented by those who were
elected into a position but also by everyone, those who
choose to vote or not. Every choice has an outcome,
and it is part of individual responsibility for every
outcome that affects us.

“employee” properly, where are the individuals to
change it?
Please take into consideration, we have a
binding agreement between the company and the
Union and have guidelines and rules in which to abide
by. When this contract was decided on 3 years ago,
those who exercised their right to vote for or against it
did, and the outcome was what we have and follow
today. In pointing this out, it is supposed to be a
reminder that collectively we make the difference, we
hold important cards. Become involved, speak to your
fellow colleagues to get them onboard. We hold
meetings on the first Tuesday of every month at 7 p.m.
at the Local. With an estimated 1600 BTW (below the
wing) employees there should be more involvement.
We need to stop bringing down the Union in its
shortfalls and building it up to become a strong force.
Just remember your Shop Committee consisting of
four members are super Shop Stewards, which makes
us no different from a regular Shop Steward. So in
saying so, Shop Steward bashing of the Union will no
longer be tolerated and will be addressed immediately.
Your position is one of confidence and representation
and you are one of the many faces of the Union.

Our success is not a popularity contest, nor an
outlet to bash members. We are a team, whether you
view it as such or not. This only works if we can be
united on all fronts. This means bringing concerns and
realizing that those who were put into a position of
representation to help, will always do so to the best of
their abilities and limitations. We the Shop Committee
want the success for all members for justice when
repercussions have been brought due to an incident. In solidarity,
Please take into account that we do our best, but it is
your sole responsibility to protect yourself because Mike, Mark, Evangeline and Paul
there are some battles where winning is harder than
some. Do not look at this a time to bash members of
the committee or Shop Stewards because the Union is
Stronger
not a fix all. Think of us as a band-aid, we protect the
Together
wound and during the healing process try to reduce or
eliminate a scar.
It has been brought to our attention that
members bash each other and the Union as a whole.
For example, every year for the past 3-years there has
been a YES vote for GHO days. In voting YES, you
receive your GHO days and eliminate the Union’s
participation in the bids. Not that we don’t meet with
the company and address concerns, but it restricts us
in greater involvement of the process. Yet we hear bid
after bid where is the Union? A question should be
asked, where are our members? If every bid there are
complaints that the Union isn’t representing the
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Airports & Cargo Shop Committee
email addresses
Mike Cooke

mcooke@iamaw2323.ca

Mark Pacilla

mpacilla@iamaw2323.ca

Evangeline Palad

epalad@iamaw2323.ca

Paul Kisby

pkisby@iamaw2323.ca
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

James Oprea, Joe Veltri

Shop Committee
Phone: 905-676–2243

Dear Members,

What is Lobbying?
You might be wondering why I’m opening the
article with that question, I’ll explain.
Last month I was asked to attend the annual
lobbying session in Parliament Hill hosted by the
C a n a d i a n L a b o u r C o n g re s s ( C L C ) i n w h i c h
participation from our Local Lodge and District
Representatives are welcomed. I was initially delighted
for the invite, but reality set in when I wasn't exactly
sure what a lobbyist is or does?

honestly this was the icing on the cake. All the Unions
gathered in a banquet hall (the I.A.M with the strongest
showing) and a panel of guest speakers began, or I
should say unleashed their perspectives of these
topics with a variety of do's and don’ts in preparation
for the grand finale the next day. The president of the
CLC Mr. Hassan Yussuff the main speaker captivated
his audience with a revivalist style of roll out for the
subject matter. When this ceremony concluded, any
trepidation beforehand; abandoned! A description in
words would be a purification of one`s fear, I felt
energized. I was ready!

The CLC had divided the Unions into groups
further segregated as constituents for the Members of
So I had to ask myself the all-important
Parliament based upon residence. I had two sessions,
question; what is Lobbying? I could safely wager that I
both Liberal Candidates; Raj Grewal and Borys
was lacking in this skill-set necessary for such an
Wrzesnewskyj.
undertaking. If asked 20-years previous, I would have
retreated to my favourite corner and placed my thumb
In my bundle we had representatives from
in my mouth until the opportune excuse surfaced. Now International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
having brushed shoulders with the millennial's, a new Amalgamated Transit Union (Brampton) and the
tool exists to alleviate such anxiety; GOOGLE. Now the Ontario Public Service Employees Union. We decided
greenest of green can obtain a doctorate in any that a sidebar strategy/collaboration in preparation
enterprise with a few strokes of the computer keys, would be crucial beforehand, in addition to familiarizing
and yes I did just that. For those who were just as with our fellow lobbyists. Suffice to say, in the few
befuddled as I, the definition is: “To seek or influence a minutes of prep time available, we were concise with
politician or public official on an issue”. Sounds easy the agendas with viable game plan.
enough, my position in the Shop Committee does
continues on page 7 ➔
warrant similar activity in representing the members,
moreover there were many times in the past I needed
to influence (convince) my wife (a glorified house
official), so it turns out, this noob might be off to a
good start. I registered for the event and the CLC
provided a multitude of “how too” information with the
topics for discussion; Pharmacare, Pay Equity,
Employment Insurance, and Legislation for Protection
of Pensions.

Lobby Days
2018

I downloaded the information from the
hyperlinks provided as well as an activist’s guide to
which provided insight on techniques used to persuade
the average politicians to support these goals. The
document was tailored for the layman lobbyist but in
my apprehension, I still craved more (I didn’t want to
look to ill-advised). Fortunately, the CLC conducted a
training session before this big event and quite
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Tech Ops

Logistics & Supply

James Oprea, Joe Veltri

Shop Committee
Phone: 905-676–2243

people stricken with a life threatening disease such as
Cancer and not being able to afford the insurmountable
With my new found friends by my side coupled costs associated with new experimental treatments,
with acquired fortitude, we entered the lion's den.
having to sell their assets in
There was only a
lieu. Not all Canadians are as
half-hour window of
fortunate to have personal
opportunity for this mission,
prescription benefits, and in
so with this minuscule
some cases these private
timeline, we went in hard.
plans only cover a
With the expectation of
percentage. Pharmacare will
resistance upon entry, I was
level this playing field and
pleasantly surprised that the
complement our flagship
politicians were receptive to
health care system to set a
our cause, as well as being
global benchmark. Just
knowledgeable with the
imagine it was your Union,
platform. Seems that they
the crusaders that
had done some prep work
championed this cause
as well; so much the better.
changing the well-being for all
Simply put, the “us vs them”
Canadians.
I am proud
was put to the wayside and
to have participated in the
the focus returned to a
promotion towards the
productive exchange. But
development of programs for
the elephant in the room
the betterment of our
quickly popped out of the
-James Oprea
membership, communities,
closet with the last
and society as a whole.
proposition. How are we
going to pay for Pharmacare? “Good question”, I
As such, I would encourage everyone to invest
thought, well we provided an array of justifications a moment in familiarization with these curriculum`s.
ranging from “it will pay for itself in the long run”, too
Through our collective efforts, we will always
“more people will have availability to the medication
which will drive the costs down”. A valiant effort! Our prevail.
30 minutes elapsed, just in the nick of time.
In solidarity,
Continued from page 6…

“With the expectation
of resistance upon
entry, I was pleasantly
surprised that the
politicians were
receptive to our cause,
as well as being
knowledgeable with the
platform”

I think by now, you might be hankering for
James, Joe,
details about these campaigns;
c/o Mr Freeman
Pay Equity, Employment Insurance, and Your Representatives!
Legislation for Protection of Pensions, self-explanatory
all contentious in our community but on the forefront (in
my opinion) is Pharmacare. So what is it? The mission
statement: A plan for everyone, regardless of age and
income, a single-payer universal system initiative that
promises prescription drugs to all Canadians for little to
no cost.

Tech Ops, Logistics & Supply Shop Committee
email addresses
James Oprea

joprea@iamaw2323.ca

Joe Veltri

jveltri@iamaw2323.ca

Medication is something that will be a necessity
for all at some point in our lives. You heard the stories,
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Local 2323 Women’s Committee
womenatwork@iamaw2323.ca

#PressforProgress

groups, with a commitment to strengthen our efforts in the
ongoing struggle for equality, fairness and justice.

With the World Economic Forum's 2017 Global
Gender Gap Report findings telling us that gender parity is
over 200 years away - there has never been a more
important time to keep motivated and #PressforProgress.
Also with global activism for women's equality fueled
by movements like #MeToo, #TimesUp and more - there is a
strong global momentum striving for gender parity. While we
know that gender parity won't happen overnight, the good
news is that across the world women are making positive
gains day by day. Plus, there's indeed a very strong and
growing global movement of advocacy, activism and
support.
So we can't be complacent. Now, more than ever,
there's a strong call-to-action to press forward and progress
gender parity. A strong call to #PressforProgress. A strong
call to motivate and unite friends, colleagues and whole
communities to think, act and be gender inclusive.
International Women's Day is not Country, group or
organization specific. The day belongs to all groups
collectively everywhere. So together, let's all be tenacious in
accelerating gender parity.

Collectively, let's all Press for Progress.

International Women’s Day 2018 is a proud moment
to celebrate the gains women have made towards equality.
United, we demand changes to the Employment Standard
Act and Labour Relations Act.
We must take pride for much of the gains contained
in the 'Fair Workplaces, Betterjobs' Act, which came into
effect on January 1, 2018. This important piece of legislation
increases the minimum wage to $14 per hour, provides 10
days of job protected emergency leave to all workers, of
which two days are paid, equal pay for equal work, fair
scheduling and five days paid leave for victims of domestic
and sexual violence.
These changes will mean substantial improvements
in the lives of workers, especially women, who are the lowest
paid.
As we celebrated International Women’s Day and the
progress we have made to date, let us re-affirm our
commitment to demand the elimination of all forms of
violence, harassment, discrimination and bullying against
women and girls. Let us also pledge to increase women's
representation in the upcoming Provincial and Municipal
elections this year.

On March 4th, 2018 members of the IAMAW LL2323
Women's Committee and guests
attended a brunch organized by
the Canadian Labour Congress
in honour of Inter national
Wo m e n ' s D a y. T h e m a i n
objective of this event is to
honour women, locally and
globally and to celebrate their
achievements.
This brunch provides an
opportunity for all of us to
celebrate sisterhood and to
network across Unions,
community and social justice
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Employee Assistance
Richard Gobeil - Regional coordinator

Program
Phone: 905-678-1079

We would like to remind our members that your
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) support everyone
March 8, 2018 came and went. Within all the in every situation. It’s a safe and confidential place to
news and information coming at us constantly did we reach if you would like to find help through professional
miss the International Women’s Day (IWD)? This year counsellors.
the theme was “Press for Progress” and you could
We can be contacted by text, email or phone.
#PressforProgress if you want to promote gender parity
in your own sphere of influence. In the IWD website You can also find your EAP committee members on the
you were prompt to select one of those topics if you Local 2323 website under Committees.
want to engage yourself socially to make a difference in
To finish, I would like to ask you to reflect on
2018 by:
this open letter:
• Maintaining a gender parity mindset
Take care,
• Challenging stereotypes and bias
Richard
• Forging positive visibility of woman
An open letter to leaders:
• Influencing others’ beliefs / actions
“Dear World Leaders. We’re putting you on
notice. For 130 million girls without an education. For
• Celebrating women’s achievements
one billion women without access to a bank account.
I would like to push further that March 8 is more For 39,000 girls who became child brides today. For
then “the” International Woman’s Day but a reminder women everywhere paid less than a man for the same
that EVERYDAY should be a day when women are work. There is nowhere on earth woman have the same
recognized for their achievements without been opportunities as men, but the gender gap is wider for
discriminated by their nationalities ethnicities, cultures, women living in poverty. Poverty is sexist. And we
religion, economic status or political position.
won’t stand by while the poorest women are
overlooked. You have the power to deliver historic
Did you know that the International Women’s
changes for women this year. From G7 to G20; from
Day has been observed since the early 1900’s? We did
African Union to your annual budgets; we will push for
some progress since and we must continue to thrive at
commitments and hold you to account for them. And, if
getting a real equality among both genders.
you deliver, we will be the first to champion your
The Canadian Mental Health Association progress. We won’t stop until there is justice for women
(CMHA) still report that several studies on women’s and girls everywhere. Because none of us are equal
health have demonstrated strong links between health until all of us are equal”.
Press for Progress

status and socioeconomic factors affecting women,
such as participation in public life, restricted decisionmaking, devalued role expectations, poverty, violence
and sexual abuse.
There is need to reduce these social and
economic gender disparities that impact women’s
mental health. At the same time, mental health services
specifically for women must be widely available. Lack
of resources for women and young girls is a barrier that
must be addressed.
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President’s Message Cont’d
Dave Flowers
Continued from page 2…

Additionally, you will need to advise
Our next YOW seminar will be
local management of your request to hosted on May 31st, 2018 at 11:00 am at
retire, so they may process the local the Days Inn Ottawa Airport.
paperwork. You may always change your (366 Hunt Club Road, Ottawa)
mind and withdraw your retirement
paperwork up until the day before.
We wish everyone leaving the best
of luck in whatever the future may hold for
Most importantly, speak with a you. We thank you for your service and
personal financial officer at your bank, as solidarity.
they may add insight as to whether this is
a good time for you to go.
For those not retiring, not to worry,
you will be moving up the seniority list like
We will be hosting our next round never before.
of pension seminars on May 16th and Always a reason to smile!
17th 2018, for YYZ at 0900 and 1600 both
days, at the Local Lodge.
In solidarity,
(2580 Drew Road, Mississauga)
Dave Flowers

Local 2323
Executive Board

Local Lodge 2323 and the Labour Movement
Hello Brothers and Sisters,
I will start off by sharing some
exciting news! I am seeking nomination to
run as an NDP Candidate in my riding of
Barrie, Springwater, Oro-Medonte. Seven
years ago, I made a choice to get involved
and became a Shop Steward. That decision
changed my life. I have to thank you, the
Membership, for investing in me and allowing
me to be involved as an active rep in our
Local Lodge and in the labour movement. I

encourage each and everyone of you to get
involved and help out in your local
campaigns. Please mark June 7th on your
calendar and make sure you vote!
There are two events coming up that
we should all be attending.
The National Day of Mourning on
April 28th will be held at 10:50 am. This is a
quick ceremony to reflect on workers that
have lost their lives and to fight for the better
protections in the workplace. The 2nd event
i s t h e TA W C * - M a y D a y o n
International Workers' Day, held on
Tuesday, May 1st at 13:00. This will be
an awesome event with great speakers,
live hip hop, and free ice cream and
churros! Both events take place at the
inukshuks on the departures level of
Terminal 1. Hope to see you there!

Dave Flowers
-President

Dan Janssen
-Vice President

John Smiley
-Secretary Treasurer

Sal Amin
-Recording Secretary

Wayne Burey
-Trustee

Paul Hicks
-Trustee

Frank Angilletta
-Conductor Sentinel

Glenn Milmine
-Trustee & Ottawa
Board Member

Dan Adams
Maintenance

Xavier Dias
Maintenance

Monica Torsan
Clerical

Laila Hakimi
TBH
____________
Rob Piercy
-Communicator

John Hill
-Educator

In solidarity,
Dan Janssen, VP
*Toronto Airport Workers’ Council
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50th Anniversary -Boat Cruise
June 24, 2018

Come Join Us!

Ticket Info:

Retirees & Active Members!

*Adults only event, 19 years of age or over!

-Toronto Harbourfront
-12:00 - 4:00 pm
-Adults Only/Cash Bar
-Includes Lunch Buffet
RSVP/more info at: http://iamaw2323.ca

Airports & Cargo Shop Committee Office (T1),
Tech Ops & Logistics Shop Committee Office,
Paul Hicks (Ramp), Rob Piercy (Cabins), Monica
Torsan (Clerical), Glenn Milmine (YOW).

Tickets are $10.00 p.p. and available at the Local
2323 Admin Office at 2580 Drew Rd, Mississauga.

(Members may purchase tickets for up to 3 guests)

only

$10.00
per person*

Contact

April 2018

iamaw2323.ca
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JUSTICE ON THE JOB, SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

Contact

ACSOS

is published by the

(air canada save our seniority)

www.facebook.com/
freeandreducedtravel
https://aircanadasos.com
seniority matters

International Association of
Machinists & Aerospace Workers
Airline Central Lodge 2323
2580 Drew Road, Suite 202,
Mississauga, Ontario L4T 3M5

Phone: 905-678-0010
Fax: 905-678-0034
Toll-free: 1-877-409-2323
www.iamaw2323.ca
Editors & Publishers:
Dave Flowers & Rob Piercy

Upcoming Events:
April 16, 2018 13:00 hrs.

social media:

-Retiree’s Get Together
19:00 hrs. Union Hall
-2580 Drew Road, Mississauga

Shop Committee
Numbers
Airport & Cargo
Operations

@IAMAW2323

April 28, 2018 10:50 am
-Day of Mourning
To commemorate workers who
have been killed, injured or
suffered illness due to workplace
related hazards and incidents.

905-676-2484
905-694-5322

May 1, 2018 13:00-14:30 hrs.
-International Workers’ Day
"Street Festival"
Terminal 1 -Departures
Speakers, ice cream & churros
May 1, 2018 19:00 hrs.
-Monthly Membership Meeting
19:00 hrs. Union Hall -2580 Drew
Road, Mississauga

Cargo Sub-Office

iamaw2323

iamaw2323

Tech Ops
Logistics & Supply

905-676-2243
Ottawa
Shop Committee

iamaw2323

this issue of

613-523-4709

Contact
is also online

iamaw2323.ca
Contact

April 2018

iamaw2323.ca
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